Preliminary evaluation of several disinfection/sterilization techniques for use with microdialysis probes.
This study evaluated the suitability of some disinfection and sterilization methods for use with microdialysis probes. Disinfection or sterilization should minimize the tissue inflammatory reaction and improve the long-term health of rats on study and ensure the quality of data obtained by microdialysis sampling. Furthermore, the treatment should not negatively impact probe integrity or sampling performance. The techniques chosen for evaluation included two disinfection methods (70% ethanol and a commercial contact lens solution) and two sterilization methods (hydrogen peroxide plasma, and e-beam radiation). Linear microdialysis probes treated by these processes were compared to untreated probes removed from the manufacturer's packaging as if sterile (the control group). The probes were aseptically implanted in the livers of rats and monitored for 72 hours. The parameters chosen to evaluate probe performance were relative sample mass recovery and the relative in vivo extraction efficiency of the probe for caffeine. Post mortem bacterial counts and histopathology examination of liver tissue were also conducted. The probes remained intact and functional for the entire study period. The methods tested did not acutely alter the probes although hydrogen peroxide plasma and contact lens solution groups showed reduced extraction efficiencies. Minimal tissue damage was observed surrounding the probes and acute inflammatory reaction was mild to moderate. Low numbers of bacterial colonies from the implantation sites indicates that the health of animals in this study was not impaired. This was also true for the control group (untreated probe).